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Abstract—Managing variability in a software family is crucial to software product line engineering. The existing variability management techniques, however do not particularly
address database design in the context of information systems
product lines. This paper presents a practical approach to
handle variability in database design for families of software.
We use the technique of Delta-Oriented Programming when a
product is constructed by adding a number of delta modules
to a core module incrementally, based on the features selected
in the product configuration. We use SQL Data Definition
Language to model core and delta modules. We present rules
for consistency checking of the delta scripts based on the
database consistency constraints to generate a valid consistent
database schema for the product. Also we analyze the cases in
which a conflict arises based on inconsistencies between delta
modules. The fact that DDL is widely known to software developers, along with modularity and scalability of the proposed
method makes it suitable to be used in industrial real world
applications.
Keywords-Software Product Line Engineering, Data Model
Variability, Delta-Oriented Programming

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software product line engineering is an approach to manage diversity in families of software products. In software
product line engineering, the commonalities and variabilities
of the products are identified and a reusable platform is
constructed to decrease the time to market and the cost
of the product in average. Software engineering process is
divided into domain engineering and application engineering
processes. In domain engineering, we define the commonalities and variabilities of the products and establish a reusable
platform [1]. A large group of variability management techniques are categorized as feature-oriented techniques like
FODA [2]. Feature is a prominent or distinctive user-visible
aspect, quality, or characteristic of a software [3]. A feature
can be decomposed into several mandatory, optional, or
alternative sub-features and features can have “or”,“requires”
and “excludes” relationships [1]. A feature model contains
the features and feature relationships. In application engineering, the product line application is derived from the
established platform.
As data plays a fundamental role in software intensive systems and information systems in particular, variability modeling in software intensive product lines should address the
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diversity in data and data models. Moreover, the variability
in database is not necessarily identical to that in application.
There are few studies in the area of software product lines
(SPL) addressing the variability in enterprise information
systems [4], but the need for variability management in
these systems is no less than other types of systems. The
mentioned approaches have not been particularly designed
to support data model variability. In addition there are some
studies on data model variability [5], [6], but they are in
the data model or domain model level and do not directly
address the design and implementation of the database.
As a result, an appropriate variability modeling approach
supporting variability at database design level is necessary.
The growth of object oriented analysis and design methods encourages software developers to start from an objectoriented domain model and then use object relation (OR)
mapping frameworks to generate the data model [7]. The
issue of whether the data model must be designed separately,
or must be the result of automatic code generation based on
an object-oriented data model is still a debate among practitioners in software development [8], [9]. The “impedance
mismatch” issue may lead to serious performance problems
when using OR mappers. Separating the data source layer
(which includes the database) from the domain layer and
presentation layer in order to have independent layers and
hide the complexity and details of each layer from others
encourages us to present a method for representing and
managing variability in data model of software intensive
systems.
In this paper, we present a new variability modeling
method suitable for handling variability in data model at the
database level. Our approach is based on the delta-oriented
programming (DOP) technique. In DOP, a product is generated by adding delta modules to a core module incrementally
[10]. The core module consists of the mandatory features
of the product family and delta modules are related to the
alternative or optional features. As DOP is not restricted
to any particular modeling or programming language, we
can apply it to database programming languages in order to
implement the product data model. We generate the core data
model from the mandatory and some selected alternative
and optional features and then build a delta module for each

feature outside the core as a modification to the core module.
We have chosen Data Definition Language (DDL) of SQL
as a well-defined and well-known language to describe core
and delta modules. According to the DOP technique, the data
model of a product is generated automatically by adding
the deltas related to selected features of a given product
configuration to the core.
In order to automatically generate a data model for a valid
product configuration, inconsistencies in delta modules must
be identified prior to the development of the product data
model. Our method to check the consistency of the delta
modules is based on the database consistency constraints.
We claim our proposed method to be practical in the
following aspects:
∙ As mentioned, we use DDL as the description language
for the core and delta modules widely used by the
practitioners. As the method does not require a special
tool, practitioners’ learning curve is relatively flat.
∙ Most parts of the processing needed can be performed
by the database management systems; hence there is
little need to develop new tools.
∙ The fact that we model the variabilities in separate
delta modules makes our method scalable in practice,
as opposed to the methods that try to represent all
variabilities in a single model.
We choose a family of university software systems as
the case study. For the case study, 6 web-based university
software systems in our country are studied. One of the
systems has 4 different versions deployed in 4 different
universities with configurable features. Note that, none of
these applications has been developed based on software
product line engineering. This case study is part of a
project currently being done in the Software Architecture
Laboratory in University of Tehran on developing a midsize product line for university information systems aimed
at discovering and addressing problems in development of
information systems product lines.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The approaches to manage diversity in database design of
software product line can be classified in two main directions: database context, SPL and model merging context.
The related research in database community includes
schema integration [11] and reuse and refactoring techniques
in database [12], [13], but they express their methods without
targeting explicit variability management.
In the context of SPL, some studies propose to represent
data model variability. ADMV process (Addressing the Data
Model Variability) is a UML-based approach for SPL data
modeling and data integration. [5], [6] ADMV uses adapters
and views in order to support the data integration and
variability in SPL. It is important that [5] and [6] do not
consider the logical and conceptual modeling of the database

and apply their proposed technique on a UML-based domain
model.
An approach for modeling data variability is provided as
part of the overall software product line modeling approach
[14]. The authors present a method to represent data model
variabilities in a single data model. As the size of the product
family increases, representing the data model variability in
a single model is not a suitable way to manage variability
in data model and the resulting data model can be very
complicated. Instead, our proposed method uses DOP as a
modular approach to handle variability in database design.
As each feature is expressed in terms of a separate set of
DDL statements, we will have a set of relatively simple
models.
Also, [15] focuses on view integration to generate a global
consistent schema out of different local schemas for users or
views. Two solutions based on decomposition are presented
to manage variability on the level of conceptual modeling.
The mechanism to compose a schema of a product is superimposition. Superimposition is a technique to merge code (or
model) pieces belonging to different features. This proposed
approach is similar to our method in decomposing database
schema according to feature model. The authors apply their
methods on ER model and we apply our method on SQL
DDL scripts in order to implement a database schema. There
are two main reasons to apply DOP on SQL DDL scripts
in our proposed method. First, it is easier to use textual
languages (like SQL) in DOP than graphical languages
like ER, because merging fragmented ER diagrams is hard.
Second, in the case of applying DOP on ER, we should
present a new notation in order to represent changes to ER
diagram (for example, how an entity can be removed from
an ER diagram). It is important to point out that the devised
notation may be not familiar for the developers but almost
all database developers are familiar with DDL, making our
approach practical to use. As our proposed method is based
on delta-oriented idea, we present a method for applying the
deltas and check the consistency rules of the delta scripts.
The superimposition technique for UML models is used in
[16] in order to provide a tool for UML model composition
with variability support. They apply the approach on UML
class diagram, state diagram and sequence diagram to model
variability. These studies concentrate on managing variability in general, and not in data model. Also as mentioned
before, our approach is at the database level.
An approach is proposed in [18] on relating variability
model and design model using UML package merge mechanism. Based on the variability model and using model driven
techniques, the package architecture and the product configuration are automatically produced. The approach focuses on
package merge operator provided by UML. In our work, we
assume to have both merge and remove operators to build a
concrete product, because of the fact that using only merge
operator makes us use a simple minimal core consisting of

Figure 1.

Simplified feature model - set of features in dashed line represent the core

mandatory features. Deltas are added to the minimal core
in order to construct more complex products by merging
deltas to the core. Instead, if we have negative delta scripts,
we can include the features that are present in most (but not
all) configurations, and remove them in the few products
excluding those features.
III. D ELTA -O RIENTED P ROGRAMMING IN DATABASE
Delta-oriented programming approach is presented in
[10] and [20], as a way to implement SPLs. In DOP, the
implementation of a product family is divided into a core
module and a set of delta modules [10]. One can implement
a product by starting from a core module and then apply
delta modules to the core in order to implement different
features. Delta modules can add (remove) code to (from)
the product. In the context of database programming, a core
module contains a set of DDL scripts, which includes tables,
columns, data types, primary key and foreign key references
(collectively referred to as database objects). In [10], the
core module implements a complete product for a valid
feature configuration. We can implement a maximal core
which includes all possible elements of the data model or a
minimal core which only contains the common mandatory
features. Here, we assume that the core module contains at
least mandatory features and a set of selected alternative
and optional features. Alternative and optional features are
selected manually based on the frequency of the feature
in family. Therefore, the core consists of DDL scripts for
creating database objects for mandatory features and the
selected alternative and optional features.
As delta modules specify changes to the core module in
order to implement the features outside the core, the delta
scripts change the core by creating new tables, dropping
existing ones and modifying the existing tables via adding,
modifying and deleting columns, data types, primary key
and foreign key references.
Figure 1 illustrates our running example of a simplified
university product line feature model. We ignore the parts of

the feature model not affecting the data model. As illustrated
in Figure 1, PrereqByProgram feature requires Program
feature, meaning that if product P has PrereqByProgram
feature, it must have Program feature too.
In the core (Figure 1 - set of features in dashed lines),
we assume that the student identity is StdNumber and each
student studies in only one major (SingleMajor feature).
Also, only Numerical score type is supported. The core
script in university product line should consist of DDL script
for creating entity and relationship tables of the features in
the core (illustrated in Figure 1).
In the core, each course has some prerequisite courses.
However, if we choose PrereqByProgram feature, the prerequisites are specified for each program. For example, the
course C1 may have C2 as its prerequisite in a program P1,
but not in another program P2 (Figure 2). PrereqByProgram
delta drops the table related to prerequisite relation (of
the Course entity) and creates Program, Requirement and
Prerequisite (for Requirement) tables and alters the student
table to add the relevant information.
In the selected core, a student studies in only one major.
Having the DoubleMajor feature, each student can study in
two majors. Note that this feature can be implemented in
two ways. First, it can be applied by just adding a column
to the Student table (named Second Major) and second, one
can implement it by adding a separate relation (effectively
modeling an n-to-m relation between Student and Major).

Figure 2.
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Figure 3.

Feature dependencies in graph

IV. DATA M ODEL G ENERATION BASED ON
C ONFIGURATIONS
Studies exist on checking the consistency of the feature
model and product configuration as [21]. In our method,
delta scripts may add, remove or modify the core, so we have
to apply the delta scripts sequentially (in a proper order) to
avoid conflicting modifications (e.g. adding an attribute to an
entity which is not added yet into the core). The way to find
a proper sequence to apply deltas is to create a dependency
graph for the selected features and then apply topological
sort algorithm to find the sequence of applying the features.
The dependency graph related to a set of features is created
as below:
1) When feature A is part of the core and it is not
selected in product configuration, there is a node A’ in
dependency graph (A’ represents removing A from the
core). As a result, there should be set of deltas that
each removes a specific (non-mandatory) feature from
the core.
2) When feature A is not a part of the core but is selected
in product configuration, there is a node A in the
dependency graph.
3) When feature B requires feature A or feature A is the
parent of feature B and feature A is not in the core,
there is an edge from node A to node B (Figure 3).
4) When feature D has an alternative or excludes relation
with another feature C and feature C is a part of the
core, there is an edge from node C’ to node D which
represent the script to remove C feature from the core
(Figure 3).
For example, suppose DoubleMajor (instead of SingleMajor), NationalId (instead of StdNumber), ABCD (instead
of Numerical), PrereqByProgram and Program are selected
as the product configuration. To generate the data model,
the deltas related to DoubleMajor, NationalId, ABCD, PrereqByProgram and Program must be added to the core.
PrereqByProgram requires Program. DoubleMajor is an
alternative for SingleMajor (which is a part of the core),
NationalId is an alternative to StdNumber and ABCD is an
alternative to Numerical (The core includes StdNumber and
Numerical, depicted in Figure 1). The sequence of applying
deltas to the core is the output of applying topological sort to

Figure 4. Top:Feature model and selected features - Bottom: Dependency
graph

the dependency graph. There can be more than one ordering
for deltas and one solution applies the deltas in the order:
StdNumber’, NationalId, Numerical’, ABCD, Program and
PrereqByProgram. When two features are independent there
is no preference in applying related deltas, because feature
composition is not generally commutative and the sequence
of applying deltas must obey the dependencies among the
related features.
Usually the dependency graph is a directed acyclic graph.
Having an unstructured feature model which represents a
cycle is rare in practise. In this paper, we suppose to
have a structured feature model. For instance, suppose the
sample feature model shown in Figure 4. Features with gray
background are the core features and the set of features in
dashed line represent the selected configuration. The complete dependency graph of the selected product is depicted
in Figure 4. One possible topological sort of the dependency
graph is: F, D, I, H’, K’, and J.
V. C ONSISTENCY C HECKING OF DDL S CRIPTS
The automatic generation of the product data model by
delta application is only performed if the desired product
line configuration is a well-formed one [10]. In the context
of database programming, this means that all the delta DDL
scripts of a data model product must be well-formed too.
A delta DDL script can be added to the core if all the
database objects dropped or changed exist and the ones
created do not exist. Our method to check the consistency of
the delta DDL scripts is based on the database consistency
constraints. Inconsistencies in data model must be identified
prior to the development of the product data model.
1) Existence rules: In some DDL operations, we assume
that a database object exists and then we modify
(Alter) or delete (Drop) it. For example, in Drop Table
A, it checks that a table with name A exists.
2) Non-Existence rules: In some DDL operations, we
assume that an object is not in the database when we
create it.

Table I
D OUBLE M AJOR DELTA SCRIPT
CREATE TABLE Major( MajorID int NOT NULL,
name nchar(10) NOT NULL,
CONSTRAINT PK Major PRIMARY KEY
CLUSTERED ( MajorID ASC))
CREATE TABLE StdMajor( StdId int NOT NULL,
MajorId int NOT NULL,
CONSTRAINT PK StdMajor PRIMARY KEY
CLUSTERED( StdId ASC, MajorId ASC ))
ALTER TABLE StdMajor WITH CHECK ADD CONSTRAINT
FK StdMajor Major FOREIGN KEY(MajorId)
REFERENCES Major (MajorID)
ALTER TABLE StdMajor CHECK CONSTRAINT FK StdMajor Major
ALTER TABLE StdMajor WITH CHECK ADD CONSTRAINT
FK StdMajor Student FOREIGN KEY(StdId)
REFERENCES Student (StdId)
ALTER TABLE StdMajor CHECK CONSTRAINT FK StdMajor Student

3) Reference rules: In some cases, it is necessary to check
the references to a primary key.
For instance, in the delta related to DoubleMajor feature
(Table I), considering Non-Existence rules, Major table and
StdMajor table must not exist and then, existence of the
MajorId primary key in Major table is checked when the
foreign keys for StdMajor table are defined.
Morover, we need to modify a table several times in
a DDL delta script in some cases; thus, for every table
modified more than once in a delta script, database objects
are different or the delta DDL scripts conform to the priority
rules as follows:
1) If there are alter column, add constraint-primary key
and add constraint-foreign key statements on a specific
column in a set of delta statements, alter column
statement(s) should be executed before add constraint
statement(s).
2) If there are alter column, drop constraint-primary key,
drop constraint-foreign key statements on a specific
column in a set of delta statements, drop constraint
statements have higher priority than the alter column
statement(s).
For instance, if the NationalId feature is selected, in the
related delta DDL the national identity number is added to
Student table as primary key, so all the previous references to
StdNumber must change their target reference to NationalId.
In order to check the consistency of the delta DDL scripts,
the scripts are checked according to the SQL rules. Further,
if the statements of a script work on the same database
object (e.g., the same table), the target object should be
different (e.g., two different fields of that table) or they
should conform to the priority rules. Although it is good to
have a special tool for checking the consistency, this is not
essential because the database itself checks all these rules.
VI. D ISCUSSION ON F EATURE I NTERACTIONS
In this section, the consistency between delta DDL scripts
is discussed. In some cases, two delta DDL scripts work on

the same part of database object (for example, they add the
same column to a table), as a result database management
system stops executing the scripts, resulting in an SQL error.
So, when two features have interaction with each other in
a way that they both modify the same part of the database
object, the process of generating database model is stopped.
According to [22] when two deltas are in conflict, they are
incompatible and no ordering can solve the problem. The
conflict can be handled by analyzing the delta DDL scripts
of the related features and then derive a correct delta DDL
script for the case of selecting both features together [22].
Then nodes related to conflicting deltas in dependency graph
are replaced by a new node, representing both features and
find a new sequence for applying deltas.
For instance, consider a university that admits students for
summer school and a university that holds free classes. The
delta DDL scripts related to each of the optional features,
SummerSchool and FreeClasses, add a new discriminator
column Type to Student table and also add their own tables
to implement IS-A relationship. When both features are
selected in a product configuration, the delta DDL script
related to second feature (which is added to the core) again
adds a discriminator column with the same name to Student
table, causing an inconsistency between the scripts. We can
create a new delta DDL script and apply it on the core when
these two features are selected together.
Sometimes, the database object property (e.g. data type
for columns) in the delta DDL scripts are not the same and
the inconsistency cannot be easily resolved. Generally in
some cases, the inconsistency problem could not be solved
easily due to data inconsistency between delta DDL scripts
or database design problems; therefore the inconsistency
problem is reported to database designers, who can resolve
the issue manually.
Finally, the generated database should be checked so that
it has meaningful objects, meaning that all tables must have
at least one attribute and all relations must be related to
at least one entity. So a process (post-process) required to
eliminate any table without attribute and relations without
entities.
Usually, cross-cutting features make similar changes to
several places in the model. In database context, a crosscutting feature like attaching a “last updated” timestamp
to every entity is implemented by adding the Timestamp
column to all tables. The proposed method does not support
crosscutting features, because the related delta DDL script
needs information about all the tables. A meta-data table
or catalogue of the whole database is required and all delta
DDL scripts should update meta-data too.
As a whole, we can conclude the process of generating
database as below:
1) Build the core module for mandatory and selected
alternative and optional features.
2) Build delta modules for each (non-core) optional and

alternative feature. Also, build delta modules for each
optional and alternative feature in core to remove it
from core.
3) Create dependency graph based on the selected product configuration (selected features which are not part
of the core and features in core which is not selected).
4) Apply topological sort to dependency graph. (There
is at least one sequence for any well-formed feature
configuration)
5) Apply deltas on the core according to one of the results
of topological sort.
6) If there is no conflict, go to step 10.
7) If there is any conflict between Delta A and Delta
B, analyze both scripts and derive a new delta Delta
AB. Note that, if there is no solution to handle the
conflict (it may happen because of data inconsistency
or database design faults), ask database designers to
solve the problem.
8) Replace AB in dependency graph wherever node A and
node B exists.
9) Go to step 4.
10) Apply post-processing to remove tables without any
attributes and relationships without any entity.
In [19], main challenges of merge operator on database
models are studied. Here, we discuss these challenges and
their applicability on presented method. The first challenge
“the need for synchronization” studied the problem of
feature interaction and updating the data model in large
applications. In our presented method, feature interaction is
handled through a separate delta DDL script for any set
of interacting features. Competitive features that add the
same database object element with different properties are
not allowed. Also, we check for the errors and conflicts of
applying each delta to the core to detect competitive features,
feature interactions, and problems. As the presented method
builds the dependency graph and applies topological sort in
the case that the conflict is handled by a new delta, further
conflicts can be recognized.
The second challenge “variability notation in base diagram” is about managing variability in design level, for
instance showing the variability in relation cardinality in
data model. In our proposed method, we manage variabilities
with delta DDL scripts and we can handle this kind of
variability with assigning the related delta DDL variability
to the feature.
The third challenge is “relation between fragments and
features”. The proposed method handles the mapping of
features (which do not participate in the core) to schema
elements directly due to the fact that each feature is generally
implemented in a delta DDL script by using the common
database implementation techniques. When two features
have common elements and modify the same part of the
data model, a separate delta DDL script handles the set
of interacting features. So each schema element can be

annotated with the related feature(s). As a result, mapping
schema elements to features is done backward by annotated
data attached to schema elements.
VII. C ASE S TUDY
A family of university software systems is chosen as the
case study, because the research group consists of university
students familiar to this application domain as well as the
possibility to study a group of such systems.
The method for analyzing the case study is based on
[23]. A group of software engineering students have studied
6 university software systems in our country. One of the
systems has 4 different versions deployed in 4 different
universities. All of the studied applications are web-based
and none of them has been developed based on software
product line engineering, only the one that is used in 4
universities has configurable features. We analyze university
software systems by using the system, interviewing the
users and domain experts. Features are extracted manually
based on the commonalities and variations in the studied
systems and organized into a feature model. The features
were extracted based on the functionality of the systems
observable through their user interfaces (via different system
roles). The features common to all products were considered
mandatory. The feature model was reviewed by another
team member for possible inconsistencies. Also, an external
domain expert further reviewed the final feature model. The
set of mandatory features along with other features used
more frequently in the products were selected as the core
features.
In parallel to feature modeling, the domain was analyzed
using object-oriented analysis method of [24]. As a result,
a domain model was expressed in a number of UML class
diagrams corresponding to the core and the delta modules.
These diagrams were used to design data models and DDL
scripts for each module.
We have selected 26 out of 91 features in the whole family
as the case study (depicted in Figure 5). The core contains 8
mandatory and 4 selected optional and alternative features.
The set of features enclosed in the dashed line represents the
core. We build the core in only one DDL script, building
8 tables. There are 9 optional and 5 alternative features
which are added to the core by applying a single delta script
per feature. The consistency of all delta script is checked
before, deltas are added to the core according to the sequence
derived from applying topological sort to feature dependency
graph.
Although there exist thousands of valid configurations
according to the feature model of Figure 5, we chose 8
products which especially include Alternative features (not
in core) and Require relations.
As the goal of this research is to provide a practically
effective method to manage variability in the data models.
We performed the mentioned case study to check whether

resolved by the delta module designer. It takes time and
effort to trace back the error and find the root of the conflict,
because in some cases the database error message does not
directly indicate the reason of the conflict. Also, the database
designer must review the previously applied deltas to find
the conflicting delta(s). The fact that we have not used any
special tool developed to be used in our method has the
benefit of making our method easy to learn, but at the same
time, debugging delta modules may become harder.
It takes time for a delta module designer or a database
designer to find out the real reason behind the conflict. This
problem can happen in the methods assumed to have a single
model to represent data model variability too as [14].
Although the textual syntax of SQL DDL scripts helps
us define and manage delta modules easily, when the size
of the product family increases, it is hard to understand and
manage delta modules. As a result, it is required to have
intermediate ER models and build delta modules based on
them.
VIII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 5. The selected part of the feature model - the part enclosed in
the dashed line represents the core

the method can be applied to a real mid-size project without
significant overhead. The results of the study confirm that
the learning curve is relatively flat and the needed effort is
reasonable compared to doing a project of a similar size
without incorporating variability.
In our method, the database management system is responsible for detecting the conflicts and the conflicts are

In this paper, we tackled the data model variability problem in SPL, not addressed before at the database level. We
introduced a practical method for implementing the database
schema particularly designed for SPL in a way that the variability is applied to the database design systematically. Our
approach relies on delta-oriented programming technique.
The data model of a product is generated by applying delta
scripts to the core scripts sequentially based on sequence
derived from applying topological sort to dependency graph
of the selected features.
An advantage of applying DOP technique in database
context is that the ordering of deltas can be determined
based on the selected features. This is not the case in the
original DOP method, where each delta module can have
an “After” clause (indicating the order of adding the deltas
to the core), meaning that the programmer himself should
define the order of the deltas.
As a part of this work, we presented the rules for validating the consistency of the delta scripts according to the
database consistency constraints. As a result, our approach
enables us to evaluate the correctness of the deltas scripts
and generated products. The inconsistencies of the deltas
are detected at the configuration time; we plan to solve
the inconsistencies between deltas at the design time. The
proposed method was applied on the family of university
software systems. As the method is not dependent on a
specific domain, we plan to apply it on another domain
(insurance software systems) to further investigate the generality of the proposed method. Also, we plan to extend our
method to support cross-cutting features in future.
Furthermore, it may be important to analyze the cost of
queries in the system, the result may also affect the decision

between various implementations in both core and delta
modules.
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